outcomes earlier in pregnancy, the performance of the linear model was not substantially better than a simpler model that assumed a constant risk across the whole pregnancy period (model with linear term had Akaike Information Criterion, AIC = 173.76; model with constant risk had AIC = 174.64).
Using Case Data to Estimate Pregnancies with APO
We first calculated total number of reported cases, C, during the epidemic:
where ct is the number of cases reported in week t. We combined this value with the assumed proportion of cases that were reported, r, and the population size N to calculate the overall attack rate, A, for the population: To estimate weekly expected number of pregnancies with APO, we estimated the probability that someone would have been infected during their pregnancy. For a woman who was 6 weeks pregnant in week t of the outbreak (we did not consider the earlier period of pregnancy because no APO data were available for this ( Figure 1, panel A) , the risk for APO, at, at t weeks was:
where f(x) denotes the risk for APO given infection in gestation week x, and we assume a gestation period of 39 weeks. These women would therefore be expected to give birth in week t+39-6. Finally we scaled the risk by the number of pregnant women expected each week; because the birth rate was 14 per 1,000 in 2015 (5), we would expect (14  N)/(52  1,000) births per week.
The calculations in the simulation study were performed in the same way, except with simulated trajectories for the number of cases over time.
Sensitivity Analysis on Fraction of Cases Reported
To determine the effect on our estimates of assuming 17% of Zika cases are reported, we also examined the findings when we assumed 40% of Zika cases are reported (Technical Appendix Figure 1 ). The overall number of pregnancies at risk for APO is lower, the time period of elevated risk is the same, and therefore the overall public health message is unchanged by this assumption (Technical Appendix Figure 2 ).
Sensitivity Analysis on Inclusion of Miscarriages
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